Veterinary Clinical Housing
CASCO Pet’s revolutionary housing range
for the 21st Century

www.cascopet.com

Revolutionary Veterinary
Clinical Housing
As global leaders in the design and installation of first class animal habitats for
pet retailers, zoos, animal shelters, and public aquariums, we are committed
to animal welfare and innovation. Using our wealth of knowledge and
experience, we have created a new range of clinical housing which exceeds the
International Society of Feline Medicine (ISFM) standards, specifically for the
veterinary profession.

Veterinary Clinical Housing

Our revolutionary veterinary range has been developed to provide first class
patient care whilst making it easier for veterinary professionals to use and
maintain. Every detail is built to exact quality standards, affordable, and most
importantly focused on patient well-being.
From conception to build, we have created a range of clinical housing that is
safe, hygienic and practical. Using toughened glass instead of stainless steel
creates a warm and quiet environment to improve and speed recovery, aided
by our specially designed calming graphics. Their modular design gives you
the ultimate flexibility to create the perfect ward for your practice.

“I am extremely proud of the team who has
worked hard to realise this revolutionary
range. There has been little change in
clinical housing since the 1950s; we saw
the opportunity to bring veterinary clinical
habitats into the 21st Century and our
customers have been delighted with the result”
Matthew Bubear CEO, CASCO Pet
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KEY BENEFITS

Why choose our clinical
housing?
Significantly quieter than stainless steel cages
Our enclosures are proven to be significantly quieter than steel cages, for both
the patient and the Veterinary staff. Your wards and clinics will be more peaceful, thereby reducing stress, anxiety and aiding in recovery.

Hygienic and easy to clean
Through the elimination of bars, we have created housing that has easy wipe
surfaces, leading to a cleaner and more hygienic environment. Easier, faster
cleaning results in more time to spend on patient care.

Privacy doors
Giving cats privacy reduces stress and aids recovery; our frosted glass privacy
doors remove unnecessary distractions from outside the enclosure.

Built-in heat mats
You can add integrated heat mats which allow the patient to choose whether
to lie on a heated surface or in a cooler area of the enclosure.

Integrated LED lighting
Greater visibility provided by the integrated LED lighting allows assessment
of the patient while it is still within the enclosure, thereby reducing stress and
saving time. In addition, LED lighting gives a soft, calming, even light that can
be switched off when necessary.

Patient well-being
is our priority!
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Veterinary Clinical Housing

PRODUCT LINE

Clinical Housing
for the 21st Century

DOG ENCLOSURES

Dog Gold

Dog Silver

Dog Walk-in

CAT ENCLOSURES

Cat Gold

Cat Silver

Our team of experts have worked with vets to create a range of revolutionary enclosures that
provide the ultimate comfort and well-being for patients, as well as providing cost and time
saving features for veterinary professionals.
Our cat and dog enclosures can be supplied as individual units and are priced competitively

EXOTIC ENCLOSURE

with cage systems, plus the materials we use create a more comfortable and calm
environment for patient well-being.
However, the real beauty of our modular stack system is that our components enable you
to safely and easily stack enclosures and add controllable heat and lighting if required. This
removes the need for additional M&E (mechanical and electrical) services, which reduces
your build costs.
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Veterinary Clinical Housing

PRODUCT LINE

How it stacks up
We have created a range of clinical housing to meet the needs of a busy veterinary practice.
It has built-in component parts, enabling you to choose individual enclosures or one of our
recommended stacks.
You can choose the type of animal enclosure as well as a plain console panel, or an upgraded
electrical console panel which provides lighting and heating to each enclosure. All the electrical connections are safely contained within this panel.
Our modular approach facilitates the need to change or expand your ward. You can rearrange
your floor layout or add more stacks to suit your needs.

Overhead storage Cupboard

Manual console panel or electrical
console panel

“It’s not a simple cage, it’s a
radical change towards a real
hospitalisation unit”
Pablo Buscarini Co-Founder at Axavet Soluciones Veterinarias, Spain

Enclosure

Plain console panel or electrical
console panel

Enclosure

Medium plinth with storage drawer

Please refer to product specifications and
component parts for full details of the features
and dimensions on pages 30 to 35.
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Veterinary Clinical Housing

RECOMMENDED STACK

Dog Multi-stack

DIMENSIONS
• Dog Gold Enclosure*
• Dog Silver Enclosure*
• Low plinth 30 mm (1 3/16”)
• Overall stack dimensions 1200mm (w) x 700mm (d) x 1730mm (h)
(47 ¼” (w) x 27 ½” (d) x 68 1/8” (h) )

Our dog multi-stack is ideal for day and overnight stays for both large and
small patients.
This unit comprises of one Dog Gold Enclosure and one Dog Silver
Enclosure with a low plinth to provide optimum height for access.

FEATURES
• 2 levels of easy clean glass enclosures with graduated calming
graphics

• Constructed using 8mm (5/16”) toughened safety glass
• Significantly quieter than traditional stainless steel cages for both
•
•
•

Overhead storage cupboard*

•
•
•

Manual Console panel**

•

Integrated ventilation port
Toughened safety glass
Ventilation holes

•
•
•

the patient and the Veterinary staff
Every enclosure has a built-in aluminium liquid strip to reduce
spillage
Quiet shut doors with twist handles
12 x 40mm (1 1/2”) holes in glass doors to provide sufficient
ventilation without paws getting caught
Heavy duty stainless steel hinges for lifetime use
Integrated wipe clean whiteboard
IV-line access in each enclosure, designed to allow extraction of
patient without removing the drip
Low plinth 30mm (1 1/8”) with adjustable feet to allow patient to
walk into enclosure
Integrated ventilation port for easy connection to client
extraction system
Plain console panel to ensure enclosures safely stack and removes
the need for any additional construction within your ward
Full CASCO Pet Guarantee

Manual Console panel**

OPTIONAL EXTRAS/UPGRADES

IV Line access

• Electrical console panel to provide power for lighting and

Twist handles

•
•
•
•
•
•

heating options. (All electrical connections safely stored behind
the console panel)
Safe heat mats with thermostat control and on/off switch
Soft, calming LED lighting with on/off control
2 x external plug sockets per level for convenience
Removable enclosure divider for ultimate adaptability
Electrical extraction fan if ward doesn’t have existing system
Optional above stack storage to keep your clinic tidy

Ventilation holes

Twist handle doors

Stainless steel hinges
Aluminium liquid strip
Gravely lock
Low plinth
Adjustable feet

Gravely lock
*Optional **Optional extras/upgrades
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*For individual enclosure and component dimensions please
see pages 30 to 35
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Veterinary Clinical Housing

RECOMMENDED STACK

Cat Gold stack

DIMENSIONS
• 2 x Cat Gold Enclosures*
• High plinth 400mm (15 3/4”) incorporating storage
• Overall stack dimensions 1200mm (w) x 700mm (d) x 1800mm (h)
(47 ¼” (w) x 27 ½” (d) x 73” (h) )

The Cat Gold Stack is perfect for long stay patients, meeting the ISFM Gold
standard for the well-being of cats.

FEATURES

This unit comprises of two Cat Gold Enclosures and a high plinth to provide

• 2 levels of easy clean glass enclosures with graduated calming

optimum height for access.

graphics

• Constructed using 8mm (5/16”) toughened safety glass
• Significantly quieter than traditional stainless steel cages for the
patient and the Veterinary staff

• Every enclosure has a built-in aluminium liquid strip to reduce

Built-in liquid strip

spillage

Overhead storage cupboard*

• Quiet shut doors with twist handles
• 12 x 25mm (1”) holes in glass doors to provide sufficient ventilation
• Frosted privacy glass doors to reduce stress and anxiety
• Heavy duty stainless steel hinges for lifetime use
• Integrated wipe clean whiteboard
• IV-line access in each enclosure, designed to allow extraction of
patient without removing the drip

Manual Console panel**

• High plinth 400mm (15 3/4”) with adjustable feet with storage

Twist handles

• Plain console panel to ensure enclosures safely stack and removes

Integrated ventilation port

• Integrated ventilation port for easy connection to client extraction

Ventilation holes
Toughened safety glass
Manual Console panel**
IV Line access
Stainless steel hinges
Removable enclosure divider*
Frosted glass privacy doors
Aluminium liquid strip

drawer

the need for any additional construction within your ward
system

• Full CASCO Pet Guarantee

OPTIONAL EXTRAS/UPGRADES
• Electrical console panel to provide power for lighting and
•
•
•
•
•
•

heating options. (All electrical connections safely stored behind
the console panel)
Safe heat mats with thermostat control and on/off switch
Soft calming LED lighting with on/off control
2 x external country specific plug sockets per level for convenience
Electrical extraction fan if ward doesn’t have existing system
Removable enclosure divider for ultimate adaptability
Optional above stack storage to keep your clinic tidy

IV-Line access

High plinth with storage drawer
Adjustable feet

Built-in adjustable extraction port
*Optional **Optional extras/upgrades
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*For individual enclosure and component dimensions please
see pages 30 to 35
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Veterinary Clinical Housing

RECOMMENDED STACK

Cat Silver stack

DIMENSIONS
• 3 x Cat Silver Enclosures*
• Medium plinth 300mm (11 3/4”) incorporating storage
• Overall Stack dimensions 1200mm (w) x 700mm (d) x 1854mm (h)
(47 ¼” (w) x 27 ½” (d) x 70 7/8” (h) )

The Cat Silver Stack is perfect for short stay patients and is built-in accordance with
ISFM Silver standards, suitable for day patients.

FEATURES

This unit comprises of three tiers of Cat Silver Enclosures on a medium plinth to

• 3 levels of easy clean glass enclosures with graduated calming

provide optimum height for access.

• Constructed using 8mm (5/16”) toughened safety glass
• Significantly quieter than traditional stainless steel cages for both

graphics

the patient and the Veterinary staff.

• Every enclosure has a built-in aluminium liquid strip to reduce

Built-in LED lighting

spillage

Overhead storage cupboard*
Manual Console panel**
Twist handles shut doors
Ventilation holes
Toughened safety glass
Manual control panel**
Removable enclosure divider*
Manual Console panel**
IV Line access
Stainless steel hinges
Frosted glass privacy doors

• Quiet shut doors with twist handles
• 8 x 25mm (1”) holes in glass doors to provide sufficient ventilation
• Frosted glass privacy doors to reduce stress and anxiety
• Heavy duty stainless steel hinges for lifetime use
• Integrated wipe clean whiteboard
• IV-line access in each enclosure, designed to allow extraction of
patient without removing the drip

• Medium plinth 300mm (11 3/4”) with adjustable feet with storage
drawer

• Plain console panel to ensure enclosures safely stack and removes
the need for any additional construction within your ward

• Integrated ventilation port for easy connection to client extraction
system

• Full CASCO Pet Guarantee

OPTIONAL EXTRAS/UPGRADES
• Electrical console panel to provide power for lighting and
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

heating options. (All electrical connections safely stored behind
the console panel)
Safe heat mats with thermostat control and on/off switch
Soft calming LED lighting with on/off control
All electrical connections safely stored behind the console panel
2 x external country specific plug sockets per level for convenience
Removable enclosure divider for ultimate adaptability
Electrical extraction fan if room doesn’t have existing system
Optional above stack storage to keep your clinic tidy

Heat connector

Aluminium liquid strip
Medium plinth with storage drawer
Adjustable feet

Built-in heat pad
*Optional **Optional extras/upgrades
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*For individual enclosure and component dimensions please
see pages 30 to 35
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Veterinary Clinical Housing

Vet Exotic stack
The exotic stack is the perfect unit for housing and rehabilitating reptile veterinary

doors, meaning all substrate stays in position and is unable to

patients. The enclosures are suitable for tortoises, lizards, and snakes and work for

spill when opening the glass doors. We supply basking lamps

both short and long stay patients.

and ceramic heat lamps with heat guarding units as standard.

This unit comprises of up to 2 levels and caters to all manner of reptile living

Each enclosure is also provided with a UV T5 tube light.

requirements. The enclosures are supplied with a low glass retainer below the

DIMENSIONS

Heat guard

• 2 x Vet Exotic Enclosures 1200 (w) x 600 (d) x 600 (h)
• High plinth 400mm incorporating storage
• Overall stack dimensions 1200mm (w) x 700mm (d) x 1600mm (h)

UV lighting and thermostatic
Console Panels**
Heat sources with heat guard
protection

FEATURES
• Up to 2 levels of easy to clean glass enclosures with graduated
graphics.

• Constructed using 8mm toughened glass.
• Matches the design of the Cat and Dog Stack Veterinary enclosures
for a consistent practice design.

Toughened glass

• Each enclosure features a 30mm recess below door level, meaning

UV lighting and thermostatic
Console panel**

• Ventilation panels featured at the top of the enclosure.
• UV and Heat bulb fitted as standard.
• Heating equipment comes standard with a thermostatic control.
• Integrated wipe clean whiteboard.
• Full CASCO Pet guarantee.

Twist handles

OPTIONAL EXTRAS/UPGRADES

Removable enclosure divider*

• Removeable enclosure divider for ultimate adaptability.
• Optional above stack storage to keep your clinic tidy.

the enclosure can hold liquids.

UV lighting and thermostatic control

Stainless steel hinges
Low glass retainer
High plinth with storage drawer
Adjustable feet

*Optional **Optional extras/upgrades
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Veterinary Clinical Housing

Dog Walk-in

DIMENSIONS
• Dog Walk-In Enclosure*

Our Dog Walk-In Enclosure provides excellent space for
larger breeds.

FEATURES

This unit comprises of one large Walk-In Enclosure on welded aluminium base.

• Constructed using powder coated aluminium and 8mm (5/16”)

Additionally, we can also supply Walk-In toughened Glass Doors which can be fitted

• Graduated calming graphics
• Welded aluminium base to stop spillage
• Frameless glass door with quiet close, secure and durable alloy

to existing kennels or rooms.

toughened safety glass

handle

• Door handle opens upwards to prevent accidental opening
• Internal twist handle that cannot be opened by the patient
• Heavy duty stainless steel hinges for lifetime use
• Adjustable feet for levelling
• Full CASCO Pet Guarantee

Secure durable alloy handle

Ventilation holes

Secure alloy handle

Welded aluminium base

Internal twist handle

Toughened safety glass

Stainless steel hinges
Welded aluminium base
Adjustable feet

Heavy duty hinges
*Optional **Optional extras/upgrades
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*For individual enclosure and component dimensions please
see pages 30 to 35
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Veterinary Clinical Housing

Toughened glass door
The installation of glass doors improves the interior of your practice and gives

Frosted vinyl can be applied to the bottom of the doors to

a modern and clinical appearance.

provide privacy for the patient.

High quality glass doors can be retro fitted to replace existing wooden doors,

Bespoke door widths and heights can be made to order.

enabling colleagues to experience enhanced visibility, letting in natural light

Powder coated aluminium frame to fit client building for easy

creating the feeling of open and bright space.

installation

DIMENSIONS
Aluminium frame
glass door

• Individual door dimensions to suit client kennel*

Frameless
glass door

FEATURES
Ventilation holes

• 8mm toughened glass with polished edges
• With or without additional ventilation holes
• Glass door with quiet close, secure and durable alloy handle
• Stainless steel hinges included
• Left or right hanging
• Doors can open in or out
• Optional aluminium door frame for easy installation
• Full CASCO Pet Guarantee
Dog Walk-in door with lock

Secure alloy handle
Internal twist handle

Toughened safety glass

Stainless steel hinges

*Optional **Optional extras/upgrades
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*For individual enclosure and component dimensions please
see pages 30 to 35
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Veterinary Clinical Housing

Pull out storage
A clever, space saving storage facility that fits seamlessly into the design of your
veterinary ward enclosures.
The pullout storage is an additional feature that can be fitted to either side of your
veterinary stack. This slimline unit provides 6 tiers of containers to house small
items that may be used frequently.

Closed Pull out
storage

Open Pull out
storage

DIMENSIONS
• Overall dimensions 250mm (w) x 700mm (d)
• Tiers size 190mm (w) x 560mm (d) 90mm (h)
• Height between tiers 303mm (h)
• Made to measure

FEATURES
• Constructed using powder coated aluminium
• Welded aluminium tiers
• Full extension sliding rails with 100% of travel
• Used for medium/heavy duty applications
• Aluminium handle
• Smooth sliding
• Adjustable feet for levelling
• Full CASCO Pet Guarantee

Pull out storage tier

Aluminium handle

Pull out storage
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Adjustable feet
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Veterinary Clinical Housing

Full design service
Our expert project team will work with you to create the perfect ward for your practice.
From initial concept, through full design to final installation CASCO Pet will be there to help
you. We will provide you with 3D drawings so you can see exactly how your practice will look
before installation begins. If necessary we can provide a rendered 3D walk through as well.

Purchase your units with
0% finance
With our Braemar Finance 0% representative APR finance option, you have the freedom and
choice to kit out your veterinary practice to its full potential. With no minimum order value,
your unplanned expense can become affordable with payments spread over a period of 10
months*.
Braemar Finance specialise in funding businesses in the veterinary sector, so you know you
are in safe hands. Once you have received a quote for your veterinary units, the next stage is
simple, and if you choose to go for finance, here’s an easy guide to help you on your way:

BENEFITS AND FEATURES OF CHOOSING FINANCE

TECHNICAL DRAWINGS
3D PRODUCT RENDERS
3D WALK THROUGH

•
•
•
•
•
•

Choice of interest free and interest-bearing options
Manageable monthly payments
Easy application process
Unplanned expenses become more affordable
High quality veterinary units
Expert knowledge available throughout

*Finance Subject to status | UK Only | Terms and conditions apply | For business purposes only.
CASCO Pet acts as a credit intermediary and offers credit products provided only by Braemar Finance. Braemar Finance is a
trading style of Close Brothers Limited. Close Brothers Limited is authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated
by the Financial Conduct Authority and Prudential Regulation Authority. For more information please visit www.braemarfinance.
co.uk. Finance is only available to UK residents over 18, subject to status, terms and conditions apply, for business purposes only.
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Veterinary Clinical Housing

CASE STUDY

Vets4Pets
Vets4Pets in Havant was an entirely new clinic, installed on a mezzanine level in an existing
Pets at Home store. They chose CASCO Pet enclosures because of the benefits they
provide including LED lighting making animals easy to examine. Each unit is connected to
the central air extraction, reducing odours and stale air. The provided electrical sockets on
each unit ensures that electronic devices can be safely used for patients and staff.
CASCO Pet installed two dog units and a cat ward with space for eight cats both including
built-in power, heating, lighting and ventilation. Also two walk-in doors and a specialist
storage unit. The installation went smoothly, and despite the challenges of a small space
our expert engineers were able to install to a tight deadline.

“The benefit the new housing
range from CASCO Pet has over
traditional animal cages is huge”
Our client is delighted with their new enclosures. Their clinic is open and welcoming new
patients in a modern and caring environment. Pets are less stressed and time is saved as the
number of times they are moved is reduced. Noise levels have been lowered and the overall

Antony Bielovich JVP Vet at Havant. Vets4Pets Clinic

look is clean and contemporary.
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Individual components
Glass doors and panoramic Walk-in

Enclosures
600

Dog Walk-in Door
Small
600 mm (23 5/8”)
Walk-in unit access door
Ventilation holes
Heavy duty lock and handle

Dog Walk-in Door
Large

Dog Gold

1200(w) x 700(d) x 900(h) mm
47 1/4”(w) x 27 1/2”(d) x 35 7/16”(h)
12 x 40mm (11/2”) ventilation holes
Twist handle lock
Secondary lock

900 mm (35 7/16”)
Walk-in unit access door
Ventilation holes
Heavy duty lock and handle

Dog Silver

Dog Walk-in

1200(w) x 700(d) x 600(h) mm
47 1/4”(w) x 27 1/2”(d) x 23 5/8”(h)
12 x 40mm (11/2”) ventilation holes
Twist handle lock

Built to fit Panoramic
1010(w) x 2010(d) x 2250(h) mm
Frosted privacy glass
12 x 40mm (11/2”) ventilation holes

Cat Gold Single

600(w) x 700(d) x 600(h) mm
23 5/8”(w) x 27 1/2”(d) x 23 5/8”(h)
Frosted privacy glass
12 x 25mm (1”) ventilation holes
Twist handle lock

Plinths
600

High Plinth with
Storage Drawer 600
Integrated storage via pull out
drawer with locking handle
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1200(w) x 700(d) x 600(h) mm
47 1/4”(w) x 27 1/2”(d) x 23 5/8”(h)
Frosted privacy glass
12 x 25mm (1”) ventilation holes
Twist handle lock

Cat Silver

30 mm (1 1/8”) high
Suitable for larger dogs with
easy walk on access

240mm (h) Integrated storage
via pull out drawer with locking
handle

Cat Gold

1200

Low Plinth

Medium Plinth with
Storage Drawer 600

1200

1200(w) x 700(d) x 416(h) mm
47 1/4”(w) x 27 1/2”(d) x 16 3/8”(h)
Frosted privacy glass
8 x 25mm (1”) ventilation holes
Twist handle lock

Medium plinth with
storage drawer 1200
300 mm high (11 3/4”)
Integrated storage via pull out
drawer with locking handle

High plinth with
storage drawer 1200
400 mm (15 ¾”) high
ISFM recommended for cats
Integrated storage via pull out
drawer with locking handle

Roof panels
600

Roof Panel 600

600mm alternative roof panel
instead of Overhead storage
cupboard to neatly close off the
top enclosure of any stack

1200

Roof Panel 1200

1200mm alternative roof panel
instead of Overhead storage
cupboard to neatly close off the top
enclosure of any stack
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Individual components
Console panels

Overhead storage
600

Console 600 Option A

Code: 9060-1115
Dimensions 600 x 700 x 100
Complete with dry wipe boards and IV
line hooks

Console 600 Option B

Code: 9060-1136
Dimensions 600 x 700 x 100
Complete with dry wipe boards, IV line
hooks and 1 x electric sockets

600

1200

Console 1200 Option A

Code: 9060-1110
Dimensions 1200 x 700 x 100
Complete with dry wipe boards and IV
line hooks

Console 600 Option E

Code: 9060-1111
Dimensions 600 x 700 x 100
Complete with dry wipe boards, IV line
hooks, 1 x electric sockets and heating

Console 600 Option F

Code: 9060-1125
Dimensions 600 x 700 x 100
Complete with dry wipe boards, IV line
hooks, 1 x electric sockets, lighting and
heating
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Overhead Storage
Cupboard 1200

Vet Shelving

Pull out

1200mm overhead storage
cupboard to go on top of your vet
stacks with removable sliding doors.

Console 1200 Option B

Code: 9060-1135
Dimensions 1200 x 700 x 100
Complete with, dry wipe boards, IV line
hooks and 2 x electric sockets

Storage units

Open shelving storage unit

Code: 9060-1113
Dimensions 1200 x 700 x 100
Complete with dry wipe boards, IV line
hooks and 4 x electric sockets

Code: 9060-1114
Dimensions 600 x 700 x 100
Complete with dry wipe boards, IV line
hooks, 1 x electric sockets and lighting

Overhead Storage
Cupboard 600

600mm overhead storage cupboard
to go on top of your vet stacks with
removable sliding doors.

Console 1200 Option C

Console 600 Option D

1200

Console 1200 Option D

Storage with pump
hangers

Code: 9060-1122
Dimensions 1200 x 700 x 100
Complete with dry wipe boards, IV line
hooks, 2 x electric sockets and lighting

150mm (h)
Storage unit with pump hangers

250mm (w)
Sliding pull-out storage unit

Equipment Panel

Vertical panel with storage
drawer below and a rail on
which the IV pump unit can
be attached

Console 1200 Option E

Code: 9060-1121
Dimensions 1200 x 700 x 100
Complete with dry wipe boards, IV line
hooks, 2 x electric sockets and heating

End panel

Console 1200 Option F

Code: 9060-1120
Dimensions 1200 x 700 x 100
Complete with dry wipe boards, IV line
hooks, 2 x electric sockets, lighting and
heating

End Panel

Panel to finish end of stacks
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Optional extras
Dividers

Accessories

Dog Gold Divider

Dog Silver Divider

Removable divider for Dog
Gold enclosure

Removable divider for Dog
Silver enclosure

Hammock

Cat Gold Divider

Cat Silver Divider

Oxygen Kits

Removable divider for Cat
Gold enclosure

Hammock for cat privacy and
sleeping

Removable divider for Cat
Silver enclosure

Ventilation

Pump holder

Pump holder to securely connect
IV pump to the units

Acrylic oxygen door with
connections.

Spare parts
Ventilation Kit
(without fan)

Extraction ducting to easily
connect to the port in each
enclosure

Ventilation Kit

Extraction ducting to easily connect to the port in each enclosure
Ducting can be connected to an
inline fan with carbon filter or
ducted directly out of the building

Heat mat

Integrated heat mats for warm
areas. Thermostat control

LED Lighting

LED compartment lighting

Furniture and equipment
Examination table

600(w) x 1200(d) x 780(h) mm
23 ¼(w) x 47 ¼ (d) x 30 ¾(h)
Examination table with wheels
and stainless-steel surface
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Mobile Vet Trolley

1200(w) x 700(d) x 160(h) mm
47 1/4”(w) x 27 1/2”(d) x 6 ¼”(h)
Mobile trolley with locking wheels
To allow easy movement of
enclosures

Visit www.cascopet.com for our full range of individual components and optional extras.
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Keeping your patients calm, comfortable and safe.

Veterinary Range

UK :
US :
AU :

08450 60 99 60 DE :
866 584 5229
FR :
0452 515 065
PT :

05207 921596
06 70 84 82 91
255 881 801

info@cascopet.com
www.cascopet.com

